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The coming pages include a wide portray of SEA Capital’s business persona. How it started,

progressed, is currently standing, and to where it wishes to advance. Details about the back-

ground business codes, the focus, the approach, the structure and the management team will 

also be depicted in the coming sections.

SEA Capital is proud of where it came from, where it stands, what it achieved, what it aspires for

and find it essential to keep its potential clients vividly clear about it all.

This document is a bid to present ourselves genuinely and extensively to interested parties.This document is a bid to present ourselves genuinely and extensively to interested parties.

The onset was in 1983 when an aspiring young Egyptian entrepreneur 

started a shipping services company together with other members of 

his family.

The Journey of growth and what entailed in creating other businesses, 

together with the aspiration to expand regionally necessitated an inter-

national set up, with adequate features, to ensure optimal results …. 

this is when SEA Capital Holdings was initiated.

The Prelude
SEA Capital Holdings - Malta
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Member of the European Union.

Strategic location at the crossroads of three continents.

Favorable tax regime.

Liberal foreign direct investment regime.

Double tax treaties with 59 countries currently in force

(and additional treaties being negotiated)

Freedom of movement of foreign currency.Freedom of movement of foreign currency.

Advantage of The Jurisdiction: Being a Maltese company,

 SEA Capital is feasting a number of privileges which adds to its competitiveness edge. Such 

advantages are not only a benefit to SEA Capital, but also to our clients, as we extend Maltese 

jurisdiction features to our clients whenever applicable or possible. Our benefits include, but 

are not limited to, the following:

"Decide what you want, decide what you're willing to exchange for it, 

establish your priorities and go to work." - H. L. Hunt

Thesis: SEA Capital Holdings Malta is a family owned investment 

holding company with special focus on four business sectors, as stated 

in the “Market Sectors” paragraph hereunder.

The Synopsis
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Market Sectors: We focus on markets that are ripe for disruption, and those on the brink of 

explosive growth.

This mainly includes telecommunication, logistics and distribution, Venture Capital, as well as 

real estate. These are the arenas where we, and our partners, have had direct experience, 

built extensive networks and grown companies.

Geography: We invest primarily in the Middle East, Levant and North and East African-based 

companies.

The Synopsis
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Our philosophy is to identify leading, renowned partners and strategic investors in their respec-

tive fields, however compatible to the four defined business sectors we excel at. We seek to set 

up companies with our partners whom we would assist in business development, local 

know-how and regional connections.

We strive for building a long-term relationship with everyone we deal with, be it a client, vendor, 

service provider, consultant or an employee. We believe in a partnership that has a strong foun-

dation of commitment to total quality, professionalism, honesty, integrity, trust and respect.

Partnering with leading star performers is our first core 

business principle.

A company’s understanding to the definition of “Doing A company’s understanding to the definition of “Doing 

Business” phrase is the fundamental propeller to its success. 

At SEA Capital Holdings we believe in “Win-Win” business rela-

tionships. In other words, unless we make our business 

associates/partners fairly benefit simultaneously at any 

mutual process, we would be cutting our effectiveness, and 

therefore go chances to its lowest.

The Understanding
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Comply with laws and ethical standards

Respect customers, shareholders and employees

Be a socially responsible corporate citizen

Maintain a clean organizational culture

Care for the environment, health and safety

At the companies we create with our partners, we believe and ensure using the following atti-

tudes while cooperating with clients, partners, associates, contractors, vendors and employees:

The Understanding
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Diversification of Investment Sectors:
Business sectors we have earmarked are diversified, however, are prom-

ising and have diverse business cycles.

The approach of SEA Capital is similar to a fund manager’s in creating a balanced and also 

safe portfolio consisting of diversified investments.

We have designed our investments around the concept of finding the best possible opportuni-

ties in our primary fields of interest and meanwhile hedge the risk by using dynamic techniques 

such as:

A balanced and safe portfolio is our second core business principle.

At SEA Capital, we value each and every resource, be it divine or 

man created. Hence, our business model is optimal, efficient and 

effective in the use of all resources to produce effective business solu-

tions of desired quality and in an influential timeline.

The Approach
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Different Asset Classes:
Parallel to investing directly in companies, SEA Capital invests in interna-

tional fixed income instruments and various international fixed income 

funds to provide stability to our portfolio.

Partnering With Leading Strategic Investors:
We have partnered with leaders in their respective fields to benefit from 

their industry knowledge and management know-how.

Regional Expansion:
We have strived to expand regionally to decrease the risks of investing 

in a single emerging country.

The Approach
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Venture Capital
Sea Capital has created Musahamat Investia holding Malta as its arm in the Venture Capital 

Field.

Musahamat investia’s initial focus will be on the Egyptian Market by enhancing the value of 

subsidiary: Investia Venture Capital which was created in 1999.

Investia Venture Capital (IVC) participates in the equity of existing small and medium sized Investia Venture Capital (IVC) participates in the equity of existing small and medium sized 

companies in a diverse array of sectors including:

    Financial Services

    Food Stuff production as well as 

    Export oriented industries

SEA Capital Holdings Limited - Malta was formulated to gather all family investments, present or 

under establishment, below one roof. SEA acts as the platform out of which rooting the vision of 

growth in our specified sectors is helmed. Following are excerpts about the entities we’ve 

created and working on incepting in the business arenas we brisk at:

The Skeleton
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Logistics & Distribution
At the Core of our logistics and distribution activity is Egyptian 

Container Handling Company. A company created 

to manage inland Container Terminals.

The company is now under negotiations with government 

authorities to try and set up an inland terminal then 

proceed to manage it through partnership with proceed to manage it through partnership with 

international copartners. Simultaneously, Sea Capital

is also looking at several opportunities in East Africa to partner in logistics provision services, as 

well as providing warehousing.

IVC as a minority share holder brings to the partnership much more than equity.

Later on Musahamat together with partners will seek to create Companies similar to Investia 

Venture Capital in other African Markets.

It will also strive to introduce Egyptian and other regional companies to investment opportuni-

ties in Africa.

The Skeleton
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Real Estate
Our focus in real estate will start by creating a real estate 

development Company in Egypt either by acquiring a 

local company and/or partnering with local copartner 

then expanding regionally.

Communications
SEA Capital has identified an entrepreneur providing V-Sat 

services to GSM operators both in Egypt and Africa.

Together with the allocated entrepreneur, we are looking Together with the allocated entrepreneur, we are looking 

to expand in our geographical focus by creating a holding 

company, presently under formation, and expanding into 

such markets through a pre-defined business model.

The Skeleton
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2012

2012

2012

2012

2012

Non-Executive Director

Executive Director

Non-Executive Director

Non-Executive Director

Chairman

Spiridone Debattista

Stuart P.Blackburn

Yehia El Alaily

Dr. Shrine Fahmy

Samir El Alaily

Year of EnrollmentPositionName

We have established the “SEA Capital Way”, consisting of a corporate vision, corporate 

values, principles, and code of conduct, which guides the Group and its employees in their 

daily activities.

We pursue the sound and efficient execution of our business activities by striving to accelerate 

the penetration and implementation of the “SEA Capital Way” and to promote structures and 

procedures to ensure that business dealings are appropriate throughout the Group.

The board members of SEA Capital Holding include;

The Skippers
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Samir is the founder of many companies and ventures since 

the start, with his family, in the shipping field or later with 

other partners and associates in other fields.

He is a businessman and entrepreneur. He created his family 

business in shipping services and related business prior 

starting Musahamat Investia.

He has lately created Sea Capital Holdings with focus on its He has lately created Sea Capital Holdings with focus on its 

four business sectors to capture growth opportunities in 

Egypt and Africa.

Samir studied architecture in Alexandria University.

Samir El Alaily
Group Chairman

sea@seacapitalholding.com

The Skippers
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Mohamed Saleh has been the group’s Chief Financial 

Officer since its inception in 1999.

He also holds the position of “Investia Financial Investment” 

Managing Director’s position.

Mohamed is a member of the Group’s executive committee 

that decides on investments related to the group.

Mohamed is a certified accountant by profession and previ-Mohamed is a certified accountant by profession and previ-

ously worked for KPMG in Egypt and other accounting firms 

before joining Investia.

He holds bachelor degree in accounting from Cairo Univer-

sity.

Mohamed Saleh
Group Chief Financial Officer

msalh@seacapitalholding.com

The Skippers
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Mr. Abd Rabo is the Group Administrator in charge of all 

administrative matters and government relations.

He is a board member of several companies in which Musa-

hamat Investia has invested in Egypt and oversees, including 

some investments where Investia holds a majority position.

He is a member of the executive committee that decides on 

investments decisions related to the Group’s business.

Mr. Reda severed in the Egyptian Government in various 

posts. Prior joining the group he worked for a financial invest-

ment group as an administrative.

Mr. Abd Rabo holds a bachelor degree in commerce from 

Cairo University.

Reda Abd Raboh
Group Administrator

read.bad.rabo@seacapitalholding.com

The Skippers
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Caroline Fahmy has been the group treasurer since its incep-

tion in 1999.

She supervises and manages the cash flow and treasury func-

tions of the group.

She is responsible of providing the finance required for 

various investments, as well as managing the cash resources 

and relations with banks and financial institutions.

Caroline has worked solely for the group since her gradua-Caroline has worked solely for the group since her gradua-

tion.

She holds bachelor degree in commerce from University of 

Alexandria

Caroline Fahmy
Group Treasurer

car@seacapitalholding.com

The Skippers
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Clarifying objectives

Motivating and providing feedback on the progress of scoring objectives.

Placing accountability for performance of objectives.

Developing people in skill and knowledge gaps.

Motivating people to perform.

Identifying employees' skills and assigning positions accordingly.

We believe that management can increase the impact and value they have on an organiza-

tion by applying the following execution fundamentals:

The Skippers
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Maintain a clear vision for the business

Strengthen the business model and focus on sustainable profit

Make ourselves redundant. Delegate and allow others to make decisions

Have our business valued and draw a line in the sand

Understand our industry dynamics and ensure the business is sustainable against volatilities

The people of SEA Capital want to be a part of one of the region's most successful and respon-

sible enterprises. We plan to identify more business partners and associates with whom we can

collaborate to introduce more attractive opportunities and services to our clients. We will be

scouting for opportunities to break into new overseas markets and meanwhile exert uttermost

efforts to achieve the following:

“There is seed time and harvest. Choose to sow at the right 

time so as to have a bountiful harvest.” - Jaachynma N.E. Agu

At some point in our lives we have all longed for a glimpse of 

what’s to come. There’s something about the future that 

excites us all. It’s not fear, but the anticipation of the unknown. 

It’s essential for business to plan for that unknown future.

The Aftertime
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Consider who needs to be involved in the development of our succession plan.

Identify the skills held by people in key positions.

Identify successors (people who are ready, willing and able to take over in full or part) in place.

Continue enlisting professional help where needed.

Link our business strategy (both current and future plans) to talent requirements.

Involve our top executives and gain their commitment to growing talent for the business.

Identify the talent in our business and invest in those people.Identify the talent in our business and invest in those people.

Improve contingency and crisis management plans.

Business success requires the ability to adapt to changing situations and hence cruise 

steadily to stable future. Nothing ever goes as planned. The world of business is full of sur-

prises and unforeseen events. Using the habit of adaptability allows business owners to 

respond to circumstances with the ability to change course and act without complete 

information. Being flexible allows us to respond to changes without being paralyzed with 

fear and uncertainty.

At SEA Capital we believe in slow but emphatic progress .. we believe in walking the At SEA Capital we believe in slow but emphatic progress .. we believe in walking the 

talk.

The Aftertime
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SEA Capital Holding Malta

Head Office: 4 V. Dimech Street, Floriana FRN1504, Malta.

Rep. Office: 7 Abdel Hadi Salah St, El-Nasr Building, Giza, Egypt.

Tel : +20 2 374 94247

Fax: +20 2 376 07254

info@seacapitalholding.com

www.seacapitalholding.comwww.seacapitalholding.com

Thank You

SEA Capital Holdings - Malta


